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DREW: Hey!  This is the Marketing Moxie Show, Episode #50.  Today, my mom is 

having a party.  Let's do this thing!  Drew out.   
 
INTRO: Welcome to Marketing Moxie with your host, Maggie Patterson.  This 

show is dedicated to practical and proven, online and offline, marketing 
ideas that you can take away and apply to build your business, all with 
Maggie's signature, to the point, style and sass.  Let's go.   

 
MAGGIE: Welcome back to another episode of the Marketing Moxie Show.  Today 

is a very special episode.  I'm considering this a party episode, as it is my 
50th episode.  We are almost up to the one-year mark of when I 
launched, and I'm really excited to do this today because, a year ago, I 
had no idea what a strange trip through podcasting I would be on.  I am 
going to share with you 14 lessons from producing 50 shows: things I've 
learned about myself, things I learned from my guests, and things I 
learned about podcasting.   

 
Let's start with lesson number one.  A little lighthearted, this lesson, but I 
think it's important.  I was reflecting on all of these lessons, and one thing 
I realized is I feel super uncomfortable using the F-word on my show.  
While I use the F-word all the time in real life -- Note: Not in front of 
children -- and even in my writing, I just can't bring myself to say it on the 
show.  Who knew I would have a block around this, as I really don't 
discriminate about fouled, potty-mouth language.  I think about this as the 
problem is the explicit rating.  It makes me feel like I'm not fit to be around 
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children and, because I listen to podcasts in the car, I feel dirty for some 
reason when I do that.   

 
Lesson number two: I have been a writer my entire life.  I remember 
writing short stories as soon as I could write, like in grade two writing 
foolscap, double-sided, in pencil, big, fat pencils.  Remember those 
primary pencils?  I would write these stories, and so when you self-
identify yourself as a writer and have always written, you really have no 
idea how much you're going to love audio.  Channeling my secret radio 
host has been so much fun.  I had no idea.  I also like to pretend 
sometimes I work at WKRP because that was my parent's favorite show 
back when that was on TV.  If you haven't seen it, go look it up in reruns.  
It's amazing. 

 
 Lesson number three: Audio is so intimate.  I had, again, no clue about 

this.  It has been so rewarding.  The idea of someone letting me into their 
earbuds, letting me in their car, listening to me when they are going about 
their day for 15 or 20 minutes at a time is pretty remarkable.  People tell 
me they feel like they really, really know me because they hear my voice.  
Something purely magical happens with audio.  Even if you're not doing a 
podcast, maybe audio content could be something you could do instead 
of a blog post or instead of a video because people love it.   

 
 Also, video can be super awkward.  It's kind of awkward looking at 

someone.  The idea of just listening to them is great.  In my business, this 
has been a great, great asset through 2014.  I literally have clients that 
come to me and say, "Yeah, I totally get you," and they then sign up for 
whatever service.   

 
 I had a consult before Christmas, which was eight minutes long.  She 

said, "I have listened to almost every podcast episode, and I know exactly 
what you stand for and what you're all about.  And, yes, I want to work 
together."   

 
 Lesson number four: I am so grateful to anyone who listens to this show, 

and here's why.  People in my life really have no idea what this thing is.  
They kind of act a little bit like it's subversive.  While Serial has definitely 
help the world of podcasting to be more mainstream, people aren't quite 
sure what it is, this thing I do.   

 
Going to a podcasting conference?  It all seems very underground.  Even 
my husband, he kind of acts sometimes like I'm doing pirate radio in my 
basement, and I'm all Christian Slater from Pump Up the Volume.   

 
If you're not familiar with the movie Pump Up the Volume, you definitely 
need to check it out, especially if you like bands like the Big C, the 
Ministry, Concrete Blonde, Sonic Youth.  It is a killer soundtrack.  Yes, I'm 
totally dating myself, and I may not want to know how old you were in 
1990 because I was in high school. 

 



 Lesson number five: Having a microphone makes me feel all powerful.  
As a woman, I feel powerful all the time, but let me tell you.  There's 
something about that microphone that just makes me feel I have 
superpowers.  It's the closest to feeling I have a superpower or a 
superhero than I've ever been.   

 
 And it also makes for really great entertainment, my microphone.  My 

child, who is ten, really likes to imitate my podcast intro all the time.  In 
fact, that's why he did the intro today.   

 
 No one is safe from the imitating of the podcast intro.  If I listen to your 

show, odds are he has heard it in the car, and he's probably imitating 
yours too.  He has imitated many of you, including Sandy Sidhu, Natalie 
Eckdahl, Jessica Kupferman, John Lee Dumas.  The list goes on and on.  
He's got all of you pegged.  It's quite entertaining.  If you would like a 
guest intro, I'll hook it up.  It's just a thing around here.  

 
Lesson number six:  When I think back of all my guests, I have had so 
many amazing guests, nearly 35 guests.  I've learned a lot from my 
guests, and I've been able to share a lot from my guests.  I'm really 
thankful they are willing to give me their time.  But these ones really stood 
out when I was thinking about this, and if I didn't mention you, it doesn't 
mean I didn't like you as a guest.  I love you all just the same.  You're all 
like my little children, but these ones are really ones that stuck with me. 

 
 My friend Natalie Eckdahl from the BizChix podcast, she is an amazing, 

amazing interviewer.  I love her show, and I think she just has a style 
that's a little bit unique in the podcasting world.  She's a great interviewer.  
What really thrilled me is when she came on the show and talked about 
the lessons she learned from doing all those interviews.  She talked a lot 
about trying to just have your own voice and different style. 

 
 One of the things I love about her show is she starts with a question 

about what you were like as a child.  I think that, in a world of a lot of 
samesies, samesies and things igniting, it's nice to have a different voice, 
and it's definitely nice to have a voice that's not all like this [speaking 
monotone].  Natalie has got a great radio voice.   

 
 Lesson number seven: This episode wasn't that long ago, but the episode 

I did with Val Geisler was an absolute blast.  One thing she said to me 
stuck with me so much, and it literally keeps popping up in my head, so I 
wanted to share it with you.  She talked about how we're really, really 
good at getting people in the door, at making the sale, closing the deal.  
Then what happens?  We don't always follow through.  We don't deliver 
on the promise.  We don't close the loop.  

 
 Val practices what she preaches.  Val is a master at sending cards and 

small gifts, sending you an email to make you feel noticed and 
recognized.  You should be following Val for that reason, to see how she 
does it because it is different and remarkable in a world that can feel very 
impersonal and like we're all PayPal accounts.   



 
 Ask yourself this.  Think of what Val's lesson is.  When you work so hard 

to get people to know, like, and trust you, why are you dropping the ball?  
It is easier for you to continue to do business with a client than to 
continually book new clients.  That's good economics in your business.   

 
 Lesson number eight: When I had this guest on the show, I had never 

spoken to her before, except on email.  I found her in my Facebook 
group, which, if you'd like to join it, www.MaggiePatterson.com/group, we 
talk about all things marketing there.  I had never ever spoken to her 
before, but she really was such a great surprise.   

 
 MaKenna Johnston came on the show to talk about how she had 

reinvented her opt-in.  The way she handled her opt-in was just unique 
and fun.  She had people, instead of getting a checklist or a tired little 
report, she had people participate in live calls, and that really helped grow 
her business in 2014.   

 
I think what really interested me about that was taking something that 
works and tweaking it so it works for you and your audience.  It is so easy 
to get stuck in all the shoulds, and she's a great example of someone who 
is just doing it her way.  She was also super transparent.  Her and I share 
a lot of values in terms of approach and thoughts about things, so we had 
such a good time.   

 
 Another favorite episode of mine, this is lesson number nine, and this is 

one of my most downloaded episodes was the deep dive chat I did with 
Zsofi Koller.  She's Canadian, and I always like to call up my Canadians.  
But we talked about what you need to know with working with a designer.  
I think this is so important because I think we expect our designers to be 
mind readers and they're not.  They're as good as the inputs that we give 
them and the potential for them to nail it is really limited by what we give 
them.  The same thing with a copywriter, but that's another story for 
another day.   

 
And she really talked about some of those steps to help you prepare for 
working with a designer.  I think a lot of times people are surprised at how 
intensive it is, how emotional it can be because it's a visual representation 
of you.  Designers are not mind readers, so really listen to this episode. 
 
Lesson number ten for shear entertainment factor and ridiculousness was 
my show with my good friend Jess from Lady Business Radio.  We talked 
about online dating and online business and all of the parallels there.  I've 
got to tell you, we found a lot of parallels.  We talked a lot about online 
dating, and we dished some serious personal dirt.  Not to mention there 
was a lot of laughs.   
 
Now some lessons about podcasting - lesson number 11.  I might be 
letting the secret out here, but when you're a podcaster, it feels like you're 
part of a secret club.  I feel like I'm hanging out in a really cool place.  It's 
not a cliquey place.  It is the most terrifically geeky supporter club you 



ever could imagine where we can geek out on everything from stats to 
what mic you're using to technical issues.   
 
Honestly, it warms my sometimes dead, rock heart, and really makes me 
want to cry because these women that I've connected with, and even the 
guys too, just so many friendships, so many connections, so supportive.  
It's a space where there's healthy support and not nasty competition.  I 
think that that is so rare in life.  I do want to give a special shout out to all 
my buddies over in The SHOE podcasters group.  We geek out together 
over there and talk about everything that has to do with producing a 
show, trends, industry things.  We got really excited about Podcast 
Movement and one of the keynotes this year, which is Aisha Tyler.  I think 
having those common spaces to connect around podcasting has been A) 
magical, but really just a really big surprise.   
 
Lesson number 12: Fancy equipment is not required.  Seriously, I wish I 
had known this.  Oh, my gosh.  I was so wigging out stressed starting my 
podcast.  I tend to be pretty calm overall, but the lack of technical 
knowledge was really driving me up the wall.   
 
But I got some good advice, and I will tell you this.  A great mic makes all 
the difference.  I use an Audio Technica.  I think it's the 2020 or 2200.  
See, that's how in touch I am with things.  I do not have much else that's 
fancy.  I don't have a mixer.  I don't have a $350 microphone.  This thing 
was, like, under $100.  You know, it's because I have a secret weapon.   
 
Let me tell you about my secret weapon.  He's my editor, RJ, who has 
edited all 50 episodes of the show.  He makes it sound good no matter 
what.  Even if my neighbor is mowing the lawn, the phone is ringing, my 
furnace is noisy, I have all kinds of other interference, he masters it and 
makes it sound good every single time.   
 
Hiring RJ was a very strategic decision.  I had to decide at that point this 
was not a good use of my time to learn how to edit my show.  Fifty 
episodes later, I'm surprised I stuck with it because I literally like to know 
how things work, but I know I'm a little bit obsessive.  I probably would 
lose days of my life every single year to editing a podcast, to technical 
issues, so handing it off to RJ was a smart move.   
 
Even if you're not a podcaster, the lesson here is be okay with handing 
things off and freeing up that space.  I don't have to worry about it.  Now I 
literally can show up and be the talent.  Thank you so much, RJ, for 
editing the show week in, week out.  It makes my life a whole lot easier.   
 
My other secret weapon, lesson number 12, is my communications 
coordinator, Lizzie.  She does all the show notes.  Podcasting is a team 
effort, as are so many things within our business.  Finding the help and 
support you need makes a huge difference.  I can concentrate on 
interviewing guests, producing great content.  Lizzie takes care of all the 
bits and bobs, and RJ makes us sound good.  What else could I ask for?   
 



Lesson number 13: I've always done a lot of interviews in my career - 
interviewing clients, my clients' clients, sitting in media interviews, 
participating in media interviews.  But let me tell you this.  Podcast 
interviews are the absolute most fun you can have.  They are casual.  
They are low key.  They are honest.  They're vulnerable.  There's so 
much to love about podcast interviews.   
 
Podcast interviews are fun, but it's also a skill.  There's sometimes I 
sweat.  There's sometimes I want to throw up beforehand.  But with my 
own show and being interviewed on other people's shows, I'm always, 
always improving.  It's practice, practice, and practice.  I think it's one of 
those skills you never fully can be done developing. 
 
I've also learned that I actually really like not just interviewing, but being 
interviewed.  I didn't know I had that in me.  I've always been a behind the 
scenes kind of person.  Sharing my message, my stories, which I'm very 
strongly convicted about, in other ways to different audiences has been 
really, really fun and really rewarding.  Not to mention, I've gotten to know 
so many amazing other podcasts who host shows.   
 
Lesson number 14: Podcasters, podcast listeners, are seriously awesome 
people.  All of you who listen to me week in, week out, I appreciate you 
more than you know.  The feedback you give me, the community I've built 
around the show, everything is literally and, I mean, this word gets used 
so much, but it is literally awesome.  It blows my mind.  I had no idea, 
when I started the show, what kind of community would I get, what kind of 
response I would get.  Marketing Moxie listeners are awesome, and I am 
so, so thankful that I get to serve you in this way and that you let me in 
your earbuds, that my voice doesn't drive you crazy, and you come back 
week in, week out, playing me on your iPhone doing your thing, and 
delivering value.   
 
I would love to hear from you, either in the Marketing Moxie group at 
www.MaggiePatterson.com/group, and you join us over on Facebook, or 
just shoot me an email.  What kind of things do you want to be learning 
on the Marketing Moxie Show?  Your feedback is really important to me.  
I may not get to it right away, and I don't mean responding, I mean in 
terms of a topic.  I do, in 2015, definitely for the next 50 episodes, want to 
be adding the things you want to learn about because I selfishly use it as 
a way for me to learn things I want to learn about, but it's not all about me.   
 
What's coming up in the 50 episodes of Marketing Moxie?  Let me tell 
you.  I've got some amazing things planned.  I've got amazing guests 
lined up, but we are starting off next week with an episode all about 
copywriting.  We are going to then go into a whole series about 
copywriting.   
 
Copywriting is one of those things.  It's very misunderstood.  I think that 
there's a lot of craziness around copywriting.   
 



As an industry, it's a bit of the Wild West in so many ways, and I have put 
together what I like to think is a complete all-star lineup of amazing guests 
who are active working copywriters and absolute pros in their field who 
are going to share everything from conversion copywriting to personality 
to launch copy and so, so much more.  Of course, as a working 
copywriter myself, I will be throwing in a couple episodes.   
 
If you want to learn more about anything we talked about in today's show, 
you can hop on over to www.MaggiePatterson.com/episode50.  Thank 
you so much, and I hope you will join me on the road to the next 50 
episodes because I think, for episode 100, about a year from now, we've 
got to do something pretty fantastic, like T-shirts or stickers.  We've got 50 
episodes to work on between now and then, so I'm sure I can come up 
with something good.  I will talk to you all soon.  Take care.   

 
OUTRO: Thank you so much for listening.  Hop on over to our home base at 

http://www.MaggiePatterson.com for the show notes and more episodes.  
And you can join the Marketing Moxie Facebook group at 
www.MaggiePatterson.com/group.  And remember, as Yoda says, "Do or 
do not.  There is no try."  That's what having moxie is all about. 
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